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MAY SEA HARVEST

The month of May was, for Coastal Command of the R.A.
F.,

the

most successful month in a long range campaign which has been

followed with dogged persistence.

Many German vessels of all types were hit by bombs and

either sunk or damaged.

Blast furnaces in the Ruhr which Hitler planned to have in

full production are going short because the iron ore he was

bringing to them is at the bottom of the North Sea, Ambitious

engineering ‘works the Nazis are feverishly pushing ahead in

Norway - the Trondheim naval dockyard, and the extension of the

single-track railway northwards - are crying out for the finished

iron and steel products which have been sunk en route to them. They
arc going short of the coal required by the local factories, the

rock-blasting explosives, the aeroplane spares, the petrol the

Luftwaffe so urgently needs.

In this way a few east coast squadrons of Coastal Command

are throwing a monkey-wrench into the works of the Nazi supply
machine•

Keen, skilful young pilots from Britain, Canada, Australia

and Holland fly their medium bombers low over the black waves of

the North Sea while the moon picks out the white-caps beneath.

They tear through barrages of flak, as one of them has said "like

running through the spray from a hose and hoping you won’t get

wet", The pilot, with eyes fixed on the dark outline of the

ship ahead, pulls back the stick as its shape looms up in front

of him. Away go the bombs, hurtling into the hull. The aircraft,

leap-frogging over the masts, weaves madly from side to side

dodging the streaming, red green and blue lines of flak criss-

crossing before, behind, below and above, like the crazy pattern o£

a nightmare tartan.

There nay be enemy fighters, too. There will almost

certainly be heavy flak from shore batteries, for the Nazi convoys

hug their own Shores to get the maximum protection from the land.

And now many ships fly barrage balloons.

Dangerous work, skilful flying, is the lot of these "strike"

squadrons of Coastal Command, They one doing a vital job with

cheerfulness, courage and determination.


